
De-Activating outdated SEN Need Types in SIMS.net  
SEN Need Type is collected annually in the spring census.  The data is drawn into census 
from the pupil SEN record to be found by following the route Focus | Pupil | Special 
Educational Needs, and Basic SEN Needs. 
 

 
 
Problems can arise in census if a category of special need is selected that the DFE have 
deemed is no longer valid. This is easy to do as you only see descriptions of the need type 
in SEN pupil details, and some of the descriptions are very similar to invalid ones.   If an ‘old’ 
need type is selected the census software will generate an error telling you that the child has 
no need allocated even though you can clearly see a need has been entered.  
 
The problem can be avoided by ensuring that only the current DFE need codes are Active in 
SIMS:  
Follow the route Tools | Lookups | Maintain.  On the screen that opens, type ‘SEN’ in the 
Description field and click on Search. From the list that appears select SEN Need Type and 
either double-click on it, or click on Open  
 

 
 
This is the DFE list of codes that are currently valid:  
 
SPLD Specific Learning Difficulty  
MLD Moderate Learning Difficulty  
SLD Severe Learning Difficulty  
PMLD Profound & Multiple Learning Difficulty  
SEMH Social, emotional and mental health  
SLCN Speech, Language and Communication Needs  



HI Hearing Impairment  
VI Visual Impairment  
MSI Multi-Sensory Impairment  
PD Physical Disability  
ASD Autistic Spectrum Disorder  
OTH Other Difficulty/Disability  
NSA SEN support but no specialist assessment of type of need  
 
To make a code inactive, choose it from the list in the Values window, and click on the Open 
button on the RH side  
 

  
 

Untick the Active box and click on OK.  
 
 
When you have finished, click on the Save button in the top LH corner.  

 
 
You will see a message warning you that you must log right out and back into SIMS before 
the changes take effect.  
 

 



Once logged out and back into SIMS, only the list of DFE preferred codes are displayed 

when a pupil record is accessed via Focus | Pupil | SEN Details – Basic SEN Details 
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